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As a rich man is likely to be a better customer to the industrious people in his 
neighbourhood than a poor, so is likewise a rich nation. [Trade embargoes] by 
aiming at the impoverishment of our neighbours, tend to render that very 
commerce insignificant and contemptible. 

Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations  

International
 

``NK to Earn US$100 Million Annually from Pipeline" 

The DPRK will earn US$100 million annually if it becomes a transit country for 
Russian gas supplies to South Korea, according to Victor Ishayev, Russian President 
Dmitri Medvedev's envoy for the Far East, told RIA Novosti. 

In August this year President Medvedev said after talks with his DPRK counterpart 
Kim Jong Il that the parties had reached an agreement to build a natural gas pipeline 
to South Korea across North Korean territory, at a cost of US$6 billion. 

``It (the US$100 million) would be a huge sum for a country with a gross annual 
product of US$10 billion at present," Ishayev commented. ``Moreover, the DPRK 
would have to make no big effort to get it." 

The Russian gas company Gazprom said that the expected volume of Russian gas 
exports to South Korea has been raised from 10 billion cu m a year to 12 billion cu m, 
and could start in 2017. 

Russia currently supplies 1.5 million tons annually of liquefied natural gas by tanker 
to South Korea.  

  

DPRK Seeks More Economic Cooperation: Envoy 

Just weeks after Paris decided to open a cooperation office in the North Korean 

capital of Pyongyang, the DPRK’s ambassador to the Paris-based UNESCO accepted 

an invitation to address students from the University of Toulouse.  



The meeting marked Ambassador Yun Yong Il’s first public appearance in France.  

"They are the future," said Yun, when asked by Reuters why he picked Toulouse to 

talk. "I’m here for the students, who have been waiting to hear from a North Korean 

official for a year."  

Yun, a former political director at the DPRK's Foreign Ministry, faced about 100 

political science students.  

"Our country is open to everybody who wants to come. You just have to ask for a visa 

in Paris," said Yun.  

Yun said the DPRK’s lack of hard currency as a result of sanctions has made it turn to 

foreign investors on the "basis of mutual respect and interests."  

"We are looking forward to multilateral and multifaceted economic co-operation with 

other countries," he said.  

"We are definitely opposed to monopolistic investment by a single country," said Yun, 

adding that the country’s natural resources provide great opportunities for investors to 

tap.  

Michel-Louis Martin, director of Toulouse University’s Security and Globalization 

Research Group, said the event was not just propaganda: "They are trying to go 

beyond what they usually have to say about North Korea. Don’t forget that in France 

North Korea is not very well known."  

The country’s desire to diversify its economy has echoes of China when it began to 

allow foreign investment and gave permission for entrepreneurs to start up businesses 

in the 1970s, he added. 

``NK Triples Mineral Sales to China” 

North Korea’s mineral exports to China have tripled this year compared to a year ago, 
according to a joint study by Yonhap News Agency and the Seoul-based IBK 
Economic Research Institute. 

The data showed that China imported 8.42 million tons of minerals from North Korea 
from January to September this year, worth US$852 million. 

Over the first nine months of last year China bought 3.04 million tons of minerals 
from the North, for US$245 million. 

Anthracite coal was the biggest import. 



Cho Bong-hyun, an analyst at IBK, revealed that North Korean anthracite was sold to 
China at an average of US$101 per ton, whereas the international standard price for 
quality anthracite is US$200 per ton. 

From January to September this year China exported 732,000 tons of mineral 
products to North Korea, mostly crude oil. 

  

  

 

 
 
 

Economy Focus of NK Policies 
 
[The following is an edited version of an article which appeared in East Asia Forum.] 

Authors: Geoffrey K. See and Andray Abrahamian of Choson Exchange 

Intra-elite competition for investments in North Korea, with multiple channels backed 
by different individuals at the highest levels of the North Korean government, has 
significantly increased in the last two years. 

This competition appears to mark a shift toward increasing reliance on economic 
performance as a primary source of legitimacy for the North Korean government. 
This is a significant change as economic development has taken a back seat for the 
last two decades. 

The conflict on the Korean peninsula has always been one of legitimacy; two 
governments both claim the right to rule the whole nation. Without continually 
fostering the support of their own citizens, both Koreas face a threat posed by the 
competing government.  

As global communism collapsed in the 1990s and North Korea’s economy 

nosedived, Songun (or military-first politics) came to the fore. Legitimacy since then 
has appealed to the idea that all efforts needed to be channeled into protecting the 
DPRK from hostile, outside forces. With survival at stake, economic considerations 
were not made a priority. 

Now, however, the development of nuclear weapons has provided the North Korean 
leadership with the ability to claim that the DPRK is part of an exclusive and very 
powerful club. 



This status firmly in hand, domestic propaganda has been championing a ``strong and 
prosperous" nation from 2012. Meanwhile, the government offers highly public 
exhortations on raising the material standard of living. It appears that North Korea has 
recently revived the delivery of economic performance as one of its claims to 
legitimacy once again. 

There are some significant public and private signs of such a change. 

First, in both 2010 and 2011 North Korea’s most important domestic policy 

statement — a joint editorial published each New Year by the major newspapers — 

spoke of ``bring[ing] about a decisive change in the people’s lives by accelerating 
once again light industry and agriculture." This is in contrast to previous years, which 
focused on military strength, revolution and socialism. 

Second, the type of official visits and inspections carried out by DPRK leader Kim 
Jong Il seems to have shifted. He made 63 official visits in the first six months of 
2011 and of these only 14 were military-related, the lowest number ever recorded. By 
contrast, 28 visits were economy-related. 

Third, North Korea has recently shown greater seriousness in developing two special 
economic zones on its border with China. Ground was recently broken in 
Hwanggumpyong, near Dandong, while Rason is seeing more infrastructure upgrades 
than at any time in its 20-year history. 

 

Part of Pyongyang’s underground railway system [Photo: KoryoGroup]  

Fourth, and perhaps most significantly, senior North Korean politicians are 
increasingly judged by their ability to bring in FDI. North Korean leaders associated 
with the National Defense Commission, the highest-level policy body, have been 
meeting with visiting foreign investors. In 2009 the Taepung International Investment 
Group was re-purposed along the lines of a holding-company model as a vehicle for 
attracting FDI. 

In July of the same year the Joint Venture and Investment Commission (JVIC) was 
established. Instead of a holding-company model, the JVIC is a government 

institution modeled as a  ``one-stop shop" for investors — that is, the JVIC is meant to 
``seek out investments and assist investors in setting up operations in North Korea." 
While multiple institutions claiming to hold such authority have always existed in 



North Korea, many of these institutions have been merged into the JVIC and long-
time investors have been directed to liaise with the JVIC as their primary government 
contact. 

In August of 2010 we received credible reports that foreign investors were 
approached to help set up a group similar to Taepung that would be backed by another 

member of the National Defense Commission. Given this proposed initiative’s 
similarities to Taepung, the prior establishment of the JVIC and that all three groups 
do not appear to communicate with each other, we surmise that these various groups 
have a competitive relationship with the support of different patrons. Investment 
officials with whom our colleagues have met confirm that the relationship between 
the agencies is ``very competitive." If this is the case, it is a signal that influential 
groups in Pyongyang sense that future power bases will require the ability to attract 
and deploy capital. 

Finally, the era of Songun politics coincided with a period of great hardship for the 
North Koreans. However, putting the military first did, the government can argue, 
result in a successful nuclear program, effectively taking care of half of the stated goal 
of becoming a ``strong and prosperous nation." Now that the perceived external threat 
is held at bay by a nuclear deterrent, the citizens of North Korea can rightfully expect 
the government to devote more resources to achieving the ``prosperous" part.  

   

Taiwan Buddhists Deliver NK Aid  
CAN reported that Taiwan's largest charity organization sent a delegation to the North 
Korean capital of Pyongyang in early November to distribute relief goods there. 
 
The Buddhist Compassion Relief Tzu Chi Foundation said that the 41-member 
delegation distributed more than 13,000 tons of rice, cooking oil and milk powder to 
140,000 families, including 460,000 people, to help them through the coming winter. 
The focus of the distribution was on several areas in North Hwanghae and South 
Pyongan provinces, which have been seriously affected by the famine.  
 
The foundation said that due to last winter's severity the harvest in the region was 
poor. This, coupled with flooding in June and July and Typhoon Muifa in August, 
took a heavy toll on this year's crops. In the worst-case scenario, each household can 
only obtain a ration of 100 g of food per day, the equivalent of one packet of instant 
noodles. 
 
This is the eighth time that Tzu Chi has sent personnel to North Korea to carry out 
relief work.  
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Andrews & Wykeham is a traditional British company offering customised security 
printing solutions. We implement cutting edge security printing, holography, laser 
marking, and microtaggant technologies to create a range of security products for the 
ID card, passport, banknote, document security, revenue protection and brand 
protection markets.  

The company has long been active in Asia-Pacific markets, and is interested in 
business opportunities in the DPRK. 

 Our contact details are :  

 Andrews & Wykeham 
Lutyens Building 
Kingsland Business Park 
Bilton Road 
Basingstoke 
RG24 8LJ  UK 
Tel +44 1256 477372 
Fax +44 1256 400180 
www.andrews-wykeham.co.uk 



jamie.willis@andrews-wykeham.co.uk 

 

Domestic 

Innovators Spur Production: KCNA 

 KCNA, North Korea’s state-run news agency, reported November 4 on a Provincial 
“Innovators” meeting at the Pyongyang Indoor Stadium to welcome officials, 
scientists and technicians from the Huichon Ryonha General Machinery Plant. 
According to KCNA, the innovators set examples in every aspect, including 
development and production of new products, economic management and 
improvement of the production environment, ``and strikingly proving again that 
science and technology guarantee a thriving nation.” 

  

P'yang Autumn Commodities Fair Opens 
  
KCNA reported that the 2011 Autumn Commodities Fair was opened at the 
Pyongyang Underground Shop November 15. On display at the four-day fair were 
more than 2,043 products in 500 categories from Pyongyang and various North 
Korean provinces. Light industry establishments in Pyongyang, including the 
Essential Foodstuffs Factory, Cornstarch Factory, Cosmetics Factory and Daily 
Necessities Factory, provided many high-quality essential foodstuffs, confectionery 
and daily necessities. South and North Hwanghae, South Pyongan, Jagang and other 
provinces put on display agricultural products, seafood, wooden ware, straw 
handicrafts, etc., produced with rich raw materials and resources available locally. 
Attending the opening ceremony were Vice-premier Ri Mu Yong, officials concerned, 
and commercial agents and workers from Pyongyang and the provinces. Minster of 
Commerce Kim Pong Chol gave the opening address. 

 

NK Building 100,000 Private Homes 

[The following is an edited report from the Institute for Far Eastern Studies.] 

The construction of 100,000 private homes in Pyongyang is 70% complete, according 
to KCNA. Pyongyang’s district of Mansudae is to build over 1,000 units of high-rise 
apartments (77 stories), theaters, parks and other recreational facilities. 

The transformation of the DPRK capital is aimed at completion by April 15, 2012, the 
centenary of the birth of the country’s founder President Kim Il Sung. 



 

Pyongyang at dusk [Photo: Feng Li/Getty Images] 

Dong Pyongyang District has earmarked over 17,400 sq m of land for multi-purpose 
service facilities and 9,660 sq m for a public outdoor ice rink. KCNA reported, “The 
multi-purpose facilities encompass bathhouses, beauty salons, and other state-of-the-
art facilities of convenience. At the public outdoor ice rink, a circular ice rink, 
bleachers and cultural recreational facilities will be built to provide necessary 
environment for people to enjoy various ice sports.” 

Rungrado Recreation Ground is also undergoing rejuvenation, with a variety of 
amusement rides and a multipurpose water park. The water park will be equipped 
with wave pools, water slides and health pools (presumably using mineral spring 
water). 

In addition, Pyongyang is focusing on gardening and exterior beautification projects 
for private homes and public buildings, including installation of colorful tiles and use 
of bright paint, as well as extra neon signs in the streets. 

In July 2008 the General Bureau of Capital Construction began a large-scale 
redevelopment project. Completed in September 2009, 600 old homes mostly built in 
the 1960s were demolished, and in their place an apartment complex with over 800 
homes went up.  

For North Korea, the “Development Project of 100,000 Housing Units in Pyongyang” 
has become a symbol of building a ``strong and prosperous nation.” 

 

``Work Progressing on North’s First ELWR” 



[The following is an edited version of an article that appeared in 38 North.]  

A year after disclosing the project, North Korea recently announced, “The day is near 
at hand” when it will begin operating its first experimental light water reactor (ELWR) 
“based on domestic resources and technology.” Given past usage of this formulation 
by Pyongyang, the North’s statement probably means that the beginning of operations 
may still be several years away. 38 North’s analysis of commercial satellite 
photography confirms that significant progress has been made in building the reactor 
over the past year. Depending on how quickly the North Koreans can load heavy 
components into the reactor building, the plant may be externally complete in six-12 
months. However, operations are still unlikely to begin for another two to three years. 
Pyongyang still needs to complete construction, finish loading machinery and 
equipment, install electronics in the control room and produce fuel assemblies for the 
reactor. 

Pyongyang has been interested in acquiring light water reactors (LWRs) since the 
mid-1980s. Such reactors would enable it to produce electricity to operate its factories, 
and process and transport the food grown in the fertile southwest of the country. 
Unlike South Korea, which can afford to import some 80 percent of its food from 
abroad with foreign currency as well as oil products for fuel, and has a number of 
large nuclear fuel plants, the North suffers chronic electricity and fuel shortages due 
to foreign embargoes on its trade. 

As part of the landmark 1994 US-DPRK Agreed Framework, the North was to have 
been provided with two modern LWRs in return for dismantling its existing 
plutonium production program (one operating graphite-moderated reactor, two others 
under construction and a reprocessing facility) and shipping out its spent fuel rods. 
The LWR project, conducted by the multilateral Korean Peninsula Energy 
Development Organization (KEDO), made significant progress but was cancelled in 
2006 in the aftermath of the Agreed Framework’s collapse.  

 

One of the two unfinished and abandoned KEDO 1000 MWe units at Kumho [Photo: KEDO] 



  

``North Korea on the Cusp of Digital Transformation” 

[The following is an edited version of an article by by Alexandre Y. Mansourov, 
carried by NapsNet.] 

North Korea has an underdeveloped telecommunications sector, but its government 
now demonstrates increasing interest in catching up with the modern IT development 
trends, and its population reveals an insatiable demand for more robust and extensive 
telecommunications services. As a laggard in the global digital revolution, Pyongyang 
enjoys key advantages of backwardness – dramatic savings on initial R&D costs in 
the IT sector, the opportunity to leap-frog from exclusive reliance on obsolete and 
scarce landlines (which carry traditional telephone traffic for a meager 1.1 million 
customers in a country of 24.5 million people) to world-class 3G mobile 
communications, which gained almost 700,000 users in less than three years of 
operation, as well as some access, albeit restricted, to the leading open source IT 
technologies, software, hardware, and multimedia content. However, its 
telecommunications market is still very small, non-competitive and highly regulated. 
 
Pyongyang has already mobilized a handful of rather sophisticated official websites 
and popular social networking sites (SNS) like domestic uriminzokkiri.com and 
foreign-based Tweeter (http://twitter.com/uriminzok), Facebook, Flickr 
(http://www.flickr.com/photos/uriminzokkiri), and YouTube 
(http://www.youtube.com/user/uriminzokkiri), in order to portray a positive image of 
the country and its leadership, and promote its political and economic interests abroad. 
 
Although the DPRK is a developing country with a GDP per capita of only US$1,800, 
and suffers from chronic food and energy shortages, and where less than three percent 
of the population currently use modern telecommunications services, it has adequately 
trained human capital, a rather well developed industrial and technological base, and 
sufficient financial resources to pursue the digital revolution to the benefit of the 
majority, and not just the privileged few, as market forces gain momentum, the lure of 
new consumer technologies becomes irresistible, the elite becomes more enlightened 
and the masses begin to demand higher living standards and wider access to modern 
amenities. The party leadership now regards IT as so critically important that on 
February 3, 2010 the WPK (Workers’ Party of Korea) Central Committee and WPK 
Central Military Commission issued an unprecedented joint call to all party members 
and all people to “Make a great leap forward in the development of IT.” Subsequently, 
the WPK CC Working Organizations and Capital Construction Department and 
Propaganda and Agitation Department mobilized the leading mass public 
organizations—Kim Il Sung Socialist Youth League, General Federation of Trade 
Unions of Korea, Korean Democratic Women’s Union, Union of Agricultural 
Workers of Korea, General Federation of Science and Technology of Korea, and 
others—to fully embrace the party goals of the informatization of the whole society 
and economy, and implement them through the field activities of their provincial and 
local organizations and the enterprise-based Three-Revolutions groups, as well as 
various socialist emulation and competition movements. 
 
 It is a fact that the more people learn about modern information technologies, the 
more they want to use them in their businesses and private lives, and the more they 



expect and demand from the authorities with respect to access and quality of IT 
services. And North Korea is no exception. 

  

Economic Zones 

Seoul Agrees to Kaesong Road Upgrading  
 

Work to improve the road between the city of Kaesong and the Kaesong Industrial 
Complex has been approved by the South Korean government. 
 
A ROK (Republic of Korea) government official explained that the decision was 
made pursuant to an agreement between the Kaesong Industrial Complex 
Management Committee, the ROK’s LH Construction and the North Korean 
authorities. “Our side has taken on responsibility for planning the road repairs and 
supervising the construction,” he added. “The weather could change things, but the 
construction should require three months and is expected to cost 1.8 billion South 
Korean won.”  
 
In addition, there are plans to reconstruct two turning points for buses serving the 
complex, the official revealed. The human resources for the construction will be 
provided by North Korea.  

  

  

``Market Reform Going Ahead in Rajin-Sonbong"  

The following is an edited version of a message on the Choson Exchange Webpage, 
November]: 

In October 2011 John Kim, a board director of Choson Exchange, visited the Rajin-
Sonbong Special Economic Zone. Following is a summary of some of his findings 
based on site visits and talks with senior officials in the SEZ. 



 

The Rason Daehung Trading Company processes fish and molluscs, and makes acorn liquor. 
[Photo: KoryoGroup] 

Rajin PortRajin PortRajin PortRajin Port 

Rajin Port employs 1，400 workers. The Chinese have conducted feasibility tests 
regarding two new piers, but currently the port houses three piers with 9-9.5-m draft. 
A 30,000-metric-ton coal storage warehouse has been built at Pier 1 by the Chinese, 
who moved 80,000 metric tons through the facility in five shipments from January to 
September this year. Pier 2, largely dedicated to container shipment, is currently 
dormant, and a Swiss company is using Pier 3 to ship manganese and talc out of the 
region. The Russians have a 49-year lease agreement signed in 2008 for use of the 
port. 

Ungsang PortUngsang PortUngsang PortUngsang Port 
Ungsang Port exported Russian lumber until 1985, but remains largely quiet now, 
except for the occasional fishing boat. The present draft of seven meters constricts any 
major future activity, so the North Koreans hope to bring in over US$100 million to 
widen the draft to nine meters. After Rajin Port activity surpasses capacity there, 
Ungsang Port will become the next regional hub for dry bulk activity. 

Sonbong PortSonbong PortSonbong PortSonbong Port 
Originally opened in the early 1970s, the port has a draft of seven meters, but a fully 
laden Very Large Crude Carrier containing 270,000 metric tons of oil can offload at 
an offshore facility further out to sea. Two pipes, 63 cm in diameter, run for 9 km 
underground before reaching the storage facility at “Victory Petrochemical,” a simple 
refinery that was designed to refine crude oil and send oil products (gasoline, naphtha, 
jet fuel, and diesel and fuel oil) back to the port for export. In addition to this two-way 
flow, fuel oil also arrived sporadically at the port as part of aid packages from 1994 to 
2008. 



Sonbong PowerSonbong PowerSonbong PowerSonbong Power 

This power plant was originally designed to take fuel oil from Victory Petrochemical 
as feedstock, and generate power to feed back to Victory. Since the refinery has been 
offline, Sonbong Power has at times provided electricity to the region, but with fuel 
oil prices close to US$700/metric ton and current electricity prices at 6.5 
eurocents/kwh, the economics of running the plant are problematical, leaving the 800 
workers employed here largely idle. 

Victory [Sungri] Oil RefineryVictory [Sungri] Oil RefineryVictory [Sungri] Oil RefineryVictory [Sungri] Oil Refinery 

Literally translated as “Victory Chemical Plant,” this refinery was completed in 1973, 
with a 40,000bbl/day crude distillation unit that typically yields 40-50% residual fuel 
oil for an average crude feed. Investment into upgrading capacity in the international 
market has led to an eroding of margins for simple refineries like Victory. Currently 
the refinery is idle, and would need over US$500 million in investment to become 
competitive. 

Hye Song Trading CompanyHye Song Trading CompanyHye Song Trading CompanyHye Song Trading Company 
Hye Song operates eight sewing factories, employing a total of 2,000 workers. Nearly 
all the employees are women. 

Cell Phone use more prevalentCell Phone use more prevalentCell Phone use more prevalentCell Phone use more prevalent 

The number of cell phone users in the DPRK is due to pass the one-million mark, and 
one official told Mr Kim that the overwhelming majority of urban households have at 
least one cell phone. This particular official had four phones for a household of  three. 
Foreigners are allowed to use cell phones on a different network, and users of the 
domestic and foreign networks can not call each other. All usage is prepaid. 

Handset Type: Local 
Purchase Cost: 1,570-2,200 RMB 
Usage Cost: 250 minutes and 20 text messages, while each additional minute is 
charged at 60 (North Korean) won (about 0.1 RMB/min) 

Handset Type: Foreigner 
Purchase Cost: 1,800-2,400 RMB 
Usage Cost: Does not include any free minutes and is charged at 2RMB/min 

Banking System has room for growthBanking System has room for growthBanking System has room for growthBanking System has room for growth 
There are two banks in Rason -- the Central Bank, which focuses on domestic 
transactions, and the Golden Triangle Bank, which focuses on foreign currency 
transactions. Transactions for goods and services are conducted almost entirely in 
cash, usually in RMB or NKW. Mechanisms for savings and credit have room for 
development. As banks take a fee for depositing and withdrawing cash, merchants 
prefer to hold money in cash (usually RMB). Credit is also available, almost 
exclusively through friends or family. 

BottlenecksBottlenecksBottlenecksBottlenecks 
A number of issues require solving if Rason is serious about attracting large-scale 
foreign investment. Among these are reliable access to travel visas, reasonable 
communications costs with the outside world, a more mature banking system with 



savings and credit mechanisms, and favorable tax treatment with a consistent legal 
framework. The mere fact that Rason is experimenting with market reform is 
encouraging, and Mr Kim is optimistic about economic development in the region and 
the nation as a whole. 

  

Comment  
North Korea's reform and other efforts to transform the country will likely serve as a 
key catalyst in unifying the divided Koreas, according to the last prime minister of 
East Germany. 
 
Lothar de Maiziere, who led East Germany into unification with West Germany, told 
Yonhap News Agency that the two Koreas should ease tensions and normalize their 
relations through exchanges as they seek unification. He stressed that reform of the 
DPRK economy is the key to peaceful reunification. He is probably right, but that 
reform cannot come about while the North is restrained by foreign embargoes from 
engaging in normal trade relations with the rest of the world. Pyongyang has been 
taking vigorous steps to attract foreign capital in recent years to improve its faltering 
economy as part of its efforts to reach the goal of being a ``strong and prosperous 
country." Nevertheless, its attempts to reach out to foreign investors are hamstrung by 
its being shut out of the international monetary system. A good way to help North 
Korea start its economic reform would be for the US to lift its vendetta against the 
DPRK's banks and all who do business with them. 

Many accusations (with not a shred of evidence produced) have been made that the 
North's banks are involved in money-laundering and other malfeasance. If these banks 
were allowed to do normal business with the international community there would be 
no need to resort to shady deals to feed the hungry people of the DPRK. 

  



North Korean farmland on the edge of Pyongyang, seen from the air (AP Photo/David 

Guttenfelder). Shortages of fuel due to foreign embargoes and a small population mean that 

much of the harvest rots in the fields. 
 

 
 

Touring North Korea 
  

  

Asia Pacific Travel LTD 

North Korea Tours 2012 

Highlights：：：： 

*An April tour that will visit the DPRK during celebrations marking the 100th 
anniversary of the birth of Kim Il Sung, the eternal President and founder of the 
DPRK. Not-yet-announced festivities have been in planning for several years and 
are expected to include an extra spectacular Arirang mass performance. These 
unique synchronized acrobatic displays are listed in the Guinness Book of 

Records as the largest mass performance in the world, featuring over 100,000 
performers in the May Day Stadium in Pyongyang, the largest stadium in the 
world, seating over 150,000 people. The name Arirang refers to a Korean folk 
song about two separated lovers trying to reunite, a reference to the continued 
division of North and South Korea. The North Koreans believe that the highly 



synchronized, mass aspect of the performances reflects their national philosophy 
of the individual being subordinate to the group. 

*An optional 3-4 day post-tours to Mt. Kuwol, Sariwon, Sinchon, Wonsan, and 
Kumgang. Known as the “Diamond Mountains,” Kumgang has been closed to 
tourists from the North since 1998 and to all tourists since 2008. APTL is able to 
take tourists to this area of Kumgang using the historic Kumgangsan Hotel in 
the resort development complex. Previously groups from the North only visited 
the fringes of Kumgang and overnighted in Wonsan. 

*A new series of tours for intrepid travelers exploring North Koreas famous 
scenic mountains. Scheduled from June through September, these special tours 
include the difficult-to-visit dramatic and historic sites of Mt. Paektu, Mt. Chilbo, 
Hamhung, Wonsan, and Kumgang. Passengers will travel via charter flights 
from Pyongyang to the less accessible areas of the DPRK. These more 
adventurous itineraries will be in addition to the APTL’s “standard” offerings of 
monthly departures from April through November with various pre- and post- 
tours in China and South Korea. 

The North Koreans have reconfirmed that Americans (and nationalities other 
than South Korean citizens), may tour the DPRK for extended visits. This is 
unlike past years, when Americans could only visit for 5 days at a time. In 
addition, North Korea has reconfirmed that these visits may come throughout 
the year, not just during the annual Arirang mass performance period in the fall. 
Unfortunately, the ban on Americans taking the train in or out of the DPRK to 
China is still in effect (other nationalities, however, are allowed to take the train), 
resulting in slightly higher costs for Americans. 

All travelers to North Korea must travel in a group – even if it is a “group of 
one”. Normally it is best and more economical to have at least two travelers 
together so that they can share the costs. All APTL DPRK tours from August 
through September include the Arirang synchronized mass performance. 

About Asia Pacific Travel, Ltd.    
 
Asia Pacific Travel, Ltd. is an experienced tour operator specializing in custom 
first-class and deluxe travel for individuals and small groups to East Asia since 
1978.  Each year Asia Pacific Travel has arranged custom itineraries for 
hundreds of outbound passengers for travel to East Asia, particularly China, 
Japan, North and South Korea, Hong Kong, Macau, Mongolia, and Southeast 
Asia.   

Press Contact: Marian Goldberg, Marian Goldberg Marketing Communications 

Tel: 347-559-MGMC; marian@mariangoldbergcomm.com  

Corporate Contact: Asia Pacific Travel, Ltd., P. O. Box 350, Kenilworth, IL 
60043-0350 USA  (2514 Laurel Lane, Wilmette, IL 60091-2230 USA)  



Tel:  1-800-262-6420, or 1-847-251-6400; Fax: 1-847-256-5601; 
Info@Asia1on1.com       

 

 

 

Koryo Tours is proud to be able to announce that we have now posted dates, prices, and itineraries for our tours in the first half of 2012 on our website 
and they are all available for booking! Read also more about the latest news and interesting updates!   

Looking ahead to the year 2012 

 2012 is a very significant day in the 

it's the 100th anniversary of the birth of 
eternal President Kim Il Sung and as such will be 

marked by large-scale celebrations and events as 
well as the usual festive merry-making that goes on 

yang during national holidays. Although the 
details are not yet confirmed we expect a Mass 

 to take place at that time, most likely 

something new and never-seen-before so we're 
very excited about it. As well as this we will attend 
some local football matches next April (having just 
become the first and only company ever to take 
tourists to see a local league match - a blog posting 
about this has just been made at LINK), and 
whatever else will be going on at the time we will 

get you right in the thick of it.   

There are not many chances to be in a country on a 
day as significant as this so if you're interested in 
coming along please have a look at what we have 
to offer and drop us a line with any questions at all. 
Also if you'd like to book early we have a gift-pack 

especially for those who sign up before July 1st for 
tours next year.    

 

   

  

Subject: PRESS RELEASE PYONGYANG INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL 2012  
 

Dates announced for the 13th Pyongyang International Film Festival - Pyongyang, DRPK 
(North Korea), 20th - 27th September 2012.  
 
  



and 2012 Tours with dates prices and 

itineraries can be found here 

ww.koryogroup.com/travel_groupTours.php 

If you cannot access our website, you can view the 
2011 tour itineraries here: 
http://www.slideshare.net/KoryoTours/koryo-tours-

scheduled-group-tours-for-2011 

Koryo Tours has been the official Foreign 
Representative for the biennial Pyongyang 
International Film Festival since 2002 when they first 
submitted their film on the North Korean World Cup 
football team of 1966 'The Game of Their Lives' to a 
packed North Korean audience. "It was the first time 
that the North Koreans had seen just how their fans 

were received in 1966 - and the first foreign-made 
documentary about their country to be shown in their 
country. Myself and director Dan Gordon were 
pinched by the girls in the hotel restaurant as they 
wanted us to help get tickets to the best screenings" 
said Nicholas Bonner, co-producer of the film. "It will 
be some time before the festival becomes the 

Cannes of the East but we hope to get one or two 
film stars for the experience of a lifetime... probably 
one of the few places they can avoid being mobbed. 
The motto of the festival is independence, peace and 
friendship and is a great way of showing locals what 
is going on in the world of cinema." 
 

Perhaps the festival's biggest achievement was the screening of the British Film 'Bend It 
Like Beckham' at the festival in 2004 (seen by an audience of 12,000 locals) which 

cleared the path to make it the first western film to be broadcast nationwide on 
December 26th 2011. "We spoke to Gurinder Chadha, the Director, who was thrilled her 
film had been seen by a country who just adore football and of course it was the ideal 
film to show, full of hope - it has become unbelievably popular in the country and a 
talking point for everyone.  
 

Koryo Tours director Nicholas Bonner is asking for submissions: 
 
"Ealing Studios, The Goethe Institute and various embassies have all presented films but 
there is always room for more. Romantic comedy and period dramas are popular and we 
have managed toshow filmsas diverse as 'Mr Bean', the Swedish horror comedy 
'Frostbiten' to the South African drama 'Cry, The Beloved Country' and UK's 'Elizabeth I: 
The Golden Age'," 

 
Koryo Tours will run an exclusive tour for tourists during the festival and will include 
screenings of North Korean films such as the classic 'Flower Girl' (very popular in China 
during the 1970's), a visit to the North Korean film studio with mock up streets and 
meeting various North Korean film celebrities. 
 
For further information and images contact: info@koryogroup.com  

Tel: +86 (10) 6416 7544 
Website:  www.pyongyanginternationalfilmfestival.com 
 
  

 

North Korean Film 

Stars in Pyongyang - 

NALPHARAM and Diary of 

a School Girl 



 
  

 

  

  

  
   

  
  
Travel   -
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Nicholas Bonner & 

Daniel Gordon - 

Filmmakers of the Game 

of Their Lives in PIFF 

 

Film Posters Outside the Festival 

   

2. Koryo Tours 20 years! 

With ever more news coming out of North Korea and ever more people looking to visit we continue to use our 2 decades of experience to offer the very best tours 
available. As the only company whose staff actually make monthly visits to North Korea we're ideally placed to make this a holiday that you will never forget, and 
2012 is the biggest occasion in the DPRK calendar for the last few decades, if you've been thinking about going then this could be time to get it done, with tours from 

 18 days we should have something for everyone, so tell your friends and we hope to see you in Pyongyang! 

                                                   



 
                                       

                                                                                     
Korea Compass   

[The purpose of this section is to provide some background knowledge, especially for people 

making their first trip to the DPRK. If you know something about what you are going to see 
beforehand you will greatly impress your hosts, not to mention other foreign visitors, and save 
yourself having to listen to long-winded explanations when you really want to get down to 
business. Proverbs have the handy function of offering a quick insight into the thinking and 

attitudes inherent in a different culture.] 

 

Admiral Ri Sun Shin 

Ri Sun Shin (1545-1598) is Korea’s greatest naval hero. When the Japanese 
warlord Hideyoshi invaded Korea in 1592, on his way to hopefully conquer 
China, the rickety Korean army was no match for him, and was soon routed. 
King Sonjo fled northward. Admiral Ri saved the country by largely cutting off 
supplies of men and material to the Japanese by his command of the sea 
lanes. He was able to do this through a brilliant invention – the ``turtle ship.” 
This was probably the first ironclad warship in history. It was a galley decked 
over with iron plates to protect the rowers, and armed with a huge iron ram in 
the shape of a turtle’s head. Numbers of such ships were built, proving 
invincible. With his supply lines cut, Hideyoshi was forced to withdraw from 
the peninsula. He launched a second invasion in 1597, but the recall of 
Admiral Ri (He had been dismissed due to the intrigues of a rival) sealed the 
fate of this incursion more swiftly than that of the first. Admiral Ri was killed by 
a stray bullet in the final stages of the conflict. Models of turtle boats can be 
seen in museums and tourist souvenir shops. 
 
 



 
18th century depiction of a ``kobukson,” or turtle ship. Source: Wikipedia 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

  

 

                                                    


